
Hydrostatic Equilibrium and the Virial Theorem Ay20 Fall 2011

Gravity Pulls Down
Down, Inexorably Down
P briefly impedes

1. Your friend tries to convince you that the Sun is undergoing, and is powered by, free-fall
collapse. The reasoning goes that a contracting body heats up and that’s why the Sun is hot,
and the timescale for collapse is so long that we don’t notice it. Prove him wrong by following
these steps:

(a) What is the total potential energy contained in the Sun given its mass M! and radius
R!?

(b) How is this potential energy related to the velocity, dr/dt, of a free-falling element of
mass near the surface of the Sun?

(c) As an OoM calculation, let’s replace dr/dt with R!/!! , where !! is the free-fall time.
Your friend objects to this substitution. Defend this step (at least to an OoM).

(d) Solve for !! in units of seconds. Is this the right OoM to be consistent with your friend’s
theory?

(e) Smile magnanimously at your ability to use basic physics and street-fighting math to
disprove your friend’s theory.

2. Hydrostatic Equilibrium Let’s try a di!erent theory. Suppose the Sun is in hydrostatic
equilibrium. In other words, internal pressure supports the Sun against gravitational con-
traction. Follow these steps to figure out the di!erential equation that describes hydrostatic
equilibrium.

(a) Assume the Sun is a sphereical cloud of gas (some would consider it to be an overdensity
in the ISM). Consider a mass shell with a thickness dr and a density "(r). What is the
mass dM contained in the shell?

(b) What is the gravitational force Fg acting on the shell?
(c) Assuming there is a pressure P (r) acting to balance Fg, write down the net force equation

in terms of the relevant quantities.
(d) Show that the net force equation gives rise to the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium:

dP (r)
dr

= !GM(r)"(r)
r2

(1)

3. The Virial Theorem The Sun can be considered a spherically symmetric, gravitationally
bound system of particles. It turns out that this happens often in astrophysical situations (e.g.
globular clusters, clusters of galaxies, molecular clouds, etc.). It also turns out that there’s a
simple equation describing the energy partition in a virialized system, also known as the Virial
Theorem. In what follows we’ll derive this equation.

(a) Multiply both sides of Eqn. 1 by 4#r3dr. Convince yourself that the integral of the right
side of this new equation is the total gravitaitonal energy of the star.

(b) Integrate the left hand side of this equation by parts. Recall that the pressure P (r) goes
to zero at the surface, i.e. P (R!) = 0. Show that the l.h.s. becomes P̄V where P̄ is the
average pressure and V is the volume of the star.
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(c) Equate the two sides and show that

P̄ =
1
3

Eg

V
(2)

n where Eg is the total gravitational energy of the star.
(d) Assume the Sun is composed of a classical, mono-atomic, non-relativistic, ideal gas. Got

all that? Think about each assumption and discuss with your boardmate.
(e) What is the pressure of this gas in terms of its temperature T , total number of particles

N and volume V ?
(f) If the thermal energy of the gas is given by Eth = 3

2NkT , use what we’ve developed to
this point to show that

¯Etot
th = !1

2
Eg (3)

In other words, the total thermal energy of the star is equal to half of the gravitational
energy.

(g) Describe what happens to the thermal energy of the Sun if it contracts (R decreases).

4. Oooh! I have a new idea. Let’s hypothesize that the Sun is powered by gravitational contrac-
tion. As it shrinks, it’s internal thermal energy increases, increasing T and thereby causing it
to radiate. How long would the Sun last if it was thermally radiating a power L!? This is
known as the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale (named after two guys whose names I forgot...)
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